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Abstract

This article reveals various forms of approaches taken by religious education teachers and religious materials in public and religious schools and madrasa teachers to Aboge youth. The teacher's strategy for managing diversity leaves a variety of problems because not all teachers are aware that their response to Aboge youth is a violation of religious freedom. Although there are teachers who commit symbolic violence with repressive-intimidative patterns, there is a dialogic pattern developed by a teacher in madrasas. Although it is also equally aimed at leading students' logic that the Aboge calendar method is irrelevant, the strategy makes students mindfully convert their beliefs without blaming their family's Aboge beliefs and being accommodating Aboge. Even though it seems democratic, MTs Maulana Utama has indicated that it has not carried out a policy of recognition of minorities, so there is a risk of violation of religious freedom if there are other non-Aboge minority students with a different ideological and school of fiqh background.
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الملخص

تكشف هذه المقالة عن أشكال مختلفة من النهج الذي اتبعه مدرسو التعليم الديني والمواد الدينية في المدارس العامة والدينية ومدرسي المدارس لشباب أبيجي Aboge. تترك إستراتيجية المعلم لإدارة تنوع مجموعة متنوعة من المشكلات لأن ليس كل المعلمين يدركون أن استجابتهم لشباب أبيجي Aboge بعد انتهاكًا للحرية الدينية. من بين المعلمين الآخرين الذين ينظرون أعمال عنف رمزية بأنماط قمعية تخويفية ، هناك نمط حواري طوره معلم Aboge تعهد انهاكًا للحرية الدينية. من بين المعلمين الآخرين الذين ينتهجون طريقة Aboge غير ذات صلة ، فإن الإستراتيجية تجعل الطلاب يحولون عقائدهم بأمانة دون إلقاء اللوم على معتقدات Aboge وأسرهم والاستيعاب تجاه .
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安宁，否则民主，虽然阿布拉的中学穆罕默德乌塔马表示并没有执行承认少数人的政策，所以那里有违反宗教自由的风险。如果那里有少数人阿博格
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摘要

本文揭示了宗教教育者和宗教材料在公立学校和宗教以及阿博格清真寺学校对阿博格青少年的处理方式。作为应对多样化的策略，教师处理问题的方式

敏感，但并非所有人都意识到其对阿博格青少年的反应是侵犯宗教自由。在那些不使用符号性暴力的教师中，有老师正在发展的对话模式。尽管目的相同，但

阿博格与ое转换逻辑，但方法无关，但方法的策略让学生有意识地进行信仰转换，避免指责阿博格家庭的信仰，以及对阿博格的容纳。尽管看似民主，阿博格的

被订立为民主党，如果阿布拉的中学穆罕默德乌塔马表示并没有执行承认少数人的政策，所以那里有违反宗教自由的风险。如果那里有少数人阿博格

从这项报告，我们知道1990和2008年，45出47个少数社区，包括所有非社区穆斯林在这些国家，是大多数歧视行为的受害者。
especially in relation to religious freedom. Instead of protecting each other, some Sunni and Shiite groups there are discriminated against by others, even though the numbers are not dominant. A massive amount of discriminatory treatment has befallen the Christian community, while Hinduism, Buddhism, Druze and Bahai are the objects of discrimination with the highest intensity.¹

In Latin American countries, with the demographic structure of the majority Catholic community, religious discrimination also affects non-Catholic minority groups. Based on Fox’s release, based on the results of 1990 and 2008 research, Cuba is the country with the highest number of cases of religious discrimination with 28 cases affecting Catholics, 34 cases affecting Protestants, and 30 cases affecting believers. The Dominican Republic ranks second with 24 cases affecting followers of animism, Islam, other sects and Protestants. In other countries, the reality is no different, even though the numbers are fewer. In Bolivia there were a series of 18 cases affecting the Protestant, Muslim and Baha’i communities, while 16 cases occurred in Honduras which affected the followers of Animism, Baha’i, Islam, and Protestantism. In Chile there were also 14 cases affecting Muslim and Protestant communities, and 12 cases also affecting Jews, Islam, and Orthodox Christians in Argentina. Paraguay, Trinidad & Tobago, and Panama in the same year were countries with clean cases of religious discrimination against minorities.²

Similarly, cases of violations of religious freedom and intolerance also happen in Indonesia. Several state institutions and NGOs such as The Wahid Institute-now Wahid Foundation-, Komnas HAM, CRCS UGM, Setara Institute, TIFA, Pustaka Masyarakat Setara, and Infid who consistently monitor and document violations of religious freedom in Indonesia report in annual reports and thematic. Infid revealed that in 2010 there were 216 incidents of violations of religious freedom. Not getting lower, the following year, 2011, the number of cases of violations increased to 244 cases and in 2012 again increased to 264 cases.³ In the same period, in 2010 CRCS UGM recorded 39 cases of violations of religious freedom related to houses of worship, and in 2011 there were still 36 similar cases.⁴

The following year, cases of violations of religious freedom showed no a significant decline. The Wahid Institute noted, during 2013 there were

---

³"Kebebasan Bergama di Indonesia 2010-2012" (Jakarta: INFID dan Tifa, 2013), 3.
245 cases of violations of religious freedom and intolerance with 278 actions.\(^5\) While in 2014, according to the same institution, 158 violations of freedom of religion / belief occurred with 187 actions with state and non-state actors.\(^6\) In 2015, the Wahid Institute also produced an interim report on monitoring freedom of religion and belief which showed that as of October 2015, 190 cases had occurred with 249 actions.\(^7\)

In 2016, the trend of violations of freedom of religion and belief increased compared to the previous 2 years. 204 cases with 313 actions occurred with 49.5%, the actors were the state, and the remaining 50.5% were carried out by non-state.\(^8\) 2017 seems to be the year with the highest number of violations of freedom of religion and belief compared to the previous 3 years. There were 213 cases recorded with 265 actions with 36% of the actors being the state, and 64% of non-state\(^9\) even though the state involvement had declined sharply compared to 2016.

Violations of religious freedom with non-state actors led by CSOs occur because of the imposition of standardized interpretations of religious texts resulting from single-textual-rigid interpretations to other parties. This minimal interpretation of contextualization -not to say often without contextualization- often triggers cowboy actions in the name of religion. In the past year, the dissolution of the sea alms tradition in Bantul by a group of mysterious\(^10\) perpetrators, and the rejection of the Gandrung Sewu festival in Banyuwangi by FPI\(^11\) added to the long list of intolerant actions that have harmed religious freedom in Indonesia, especially those targeting religious and cultural enculturation. Religion in human hands is indeed double-faced,\(^12\) one side shows the face of ritual-textual religion with its


transcendental focus, on the other side its interaction with culture gives birth to the local face of religion as a result of the interaction of religion with its locality expression. The sweeping action of local religious traditions denies the face of the second religion.

Like other minorities, the Aboge Muslim community that inhabits several regions in Probolinggo, Lumajang and Banyuwangi often gets stigmatized by the media\textsuperscript{13} and local elites\textsuperscript{14} because the religious expression they do is religious behavior as a result of the interaction of Islam and Javanese culture. In some areas the horseshoe is also interconnected with networks of the Naqsabandiyah and Tijaniyah orders. So that the perpetrators of this tarekat in their region are better known as the Aboge battens or \textit{Abong Wong}.

Although it has never been recorded in the religious freedom report released by the institutions above, it does not mean that the religious life of Aboge Muslims in this region always runs functional and equilibrium. Thanks to the media spotlight that is routinely occurring every year and lively stigmatization of them makes the Aboge Muslim is not free, cadreization also goes where they have the same religious rights as mainstream religious communities to believe, express, and transmit their beliefs.

In line with his parents, instead of being protected by religious rights, Aboge youth in formal education institutions were also affected. Some of them accept treatment that is not relevant to guaranteeing religious freedom at school. Discrimination and stigmatization from unscrupulous teachers and school friends become inseparable experiences for the life of Aboge youth. Schools that are supposed to be fun often turn into tense places when intolerant acts happen to them.

Researchers’ attention to Aboge has been dominated by research focusing on dating methods,\textsuperscript{15} the face of Javanese Islam and the Javanese

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{14}]Although not misleading, Sulistio, Kamituwo of Blukar Village, he called aboge as Aboge Religion. He supports young people in the village to change the worship tradition of the Aboge community by means of mainstream community worship in Blukar Village, Sulistio, Interview with Sulistio, Kamituwo, Blukar Village, Sisik District, Banyuwangi, November 26, 2018.
\item[\textsuperscript{15}]Muhaimin meneliti Muslim Jawa yang menganut perhitungan Aboge di Cirebon. A. G. Muhaimin, \textit{The Islamic Traditions of Cirebon: Ibadat and Adat Among Javanese Muslims} (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2006), 73; Agung Prabowo membuat pemodelan matematika untuk perhitungan Aboge Agung Prabowo,
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
teachings that are practiced,16 and values that are defended,17 historiography,18 traditions and local wisdom,19 belief systems, teachings, and religious practices,20 the layout of settlements,21 Islamic behavior and the touch of locality,22 its relations with other communities,23 and the forecast system based on Primbon and Mujarabat.24 No one has revealed the religious life of the youth.

In the midst of the study gap above, this research pays attention to exploring the religious experiences of Aboge youth who are a minority in educational institutions. In this article, the researcher focuses his attention to uncover the variety of discriminatory acts received by Aboge youth while they are educated in various educational institutions.

This article reveals the religious experiences of Aboge youth while studying at educational institutions, and highlights fragments of religious experiences they have experienced at educational institutions. However,
these experiences influence the various survival strategies that he took in the past and present that the author will not explain in this article. As part of a research report funded by the campus BOPTN where I serve, the reviewer's recommendation to disguise the identity of informants and the region is also the author do it in an inseparable article as a unit of responsibility for this research activity.

This research is the result of in-depth interviews with Aboge youth, madrasa teachers and managers of educational institutions living in the Aboge residential area, which is located a few kilometers to dozens of kilometers from Probolinggo and Lumajang city centers. The study sites are scattered in several villages in Karang Lo and Budi Joyo Districts, Probolinggo District, and Sari Rejo District and Umpak Palu District, Lumajang Regency.

For Aboge youth, embedding other labels on Aboge often causes them to lack confidence in revealing their identity. Even if their identity as Aboge has been revealed or publicly known, it is not uncommon for them to deny it in order to avoid harassment and labeling that is not beneficial for their social interactions.

**Guarantee of Religious Rights of Civil Society**

In order to measure the guarantee of the fulfillment of religious civil society, Haidari Bagir and Dwipayana suggested the recognition, representation and redistribution of minorities in public spaces. This paper intentionally chooses one of the three devices, namely recognition. Indeed, although it is not comprehensive, it is enough to help measure how minorities are recognized, is recognized that they are part of the socio-cultural diversity of school residents, even religious madrasas, are differentiated, and are respected. In recognition, all elements do not focus on seeing differences as differentiators and there are no attempts at uniformity, but differences are used as shared realities and are used to enhance social cohesion by putting forward fundamental similarities. The politics of recognition that runs in schools not only respect each other’s differences, but also ensures that every school member can express his religious and belief rights.25

---

Habitus and Determinants of Symbolic Violence

Despite the peripherals, the Aboge community often crosses the pages of the media before each celebration of Islamic religious holidays, including the Aboge community that inhabits Kuncoro Village, Jember, the Aboge Karang Lo Subdistrict community and Budi Joyo, Probolinggo. Communities that have different methods of calculating the Hijri calendar often get minor stigma because of their belief in the results of Aboge, Alif, Rebo, Wage calculations. Because they do not follow the results of the government’s Isbat meeting held by the Ministry of Religion, the stubborn label is often pinned by the community to the Aboge community.  

For Aboge followers, following the parents’ orders to always preserve Aboge is more important to heed than following government directives, although not denying Aboge is only one of many methods of determining the beginning of the Hijri month which is believed to be the truth.

The minor label as kejawen Islam which is identical to the quadrant of his abangan Geertz often becomes a barrier to the fulfillment of the religious rights of the Aboge community, including its youth, because minor stigma also accompanies it. This label is often paced in the ears of the Aboge community at the beginning of Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr, and Eid al-Adha. The stigma was internalized in the younger generation of Aboge.

Although some Aboge figures and followers are followers and leaders of the tarekat, it does not prevent the stigmatization of abangan against the Aboge community. The implementation of the tarekat ritual by singing praises such as the intentions, bathing in the middle of the night before the midnight prayer, and selawat in Javanes language often backfires because it increasingly reinforces people’s suspicion of the Aboge community as adherents of the Javanese tradition.

At school, Aboge youth receive various unpleasant experiences while studying at school and madrasa. The range of discriminatory acts, from the more democratic to the repressive ones, is carried out by unscrupulous

---

28Fauzi Amin, Wawancara dengan Fauzi Amin, pemuda Aboge Kendang Kempul, 2 Desember 2018.
29For example Kiai Dolah, is a local figure of the Naqsabandiyah order. Kiai Syaukani is a follower of the Tijaniyah Abdolah order, Interview with Kiai Dolah, Kuncoro Village, Kacabelah District, August 2016; Ahmad Syaukani, Interview with Kiai Ahmad Syaukani, Podang Village, Karang Lo District, Probolinggo, August 2016.
30Praise containing 20 obligatory attributes of Allah Tuki Baituloh, Interview with Mr. Tuki Baituloh, Aboge follower of Kuncoro Village, Kacabelah District, August 2016
31Misyanti, Interview with Misyanti, child of Aboge followers in Kuncoro Village, Kacabelah District, Jember.
didactic teaching can be interpreted as symbolic violence. To understand it, it can be approached with symbolic violence which is a product of habitus, both of these ideas proposed by Bourdieu.

Conscious actions committed by individuals\(^{32}\) cannot be released or are always determined by values and norms that are believed to be true by community groups. Individuals in the social landscape have the ability to identify and control their actions, they are able to read and adapt to situations that intersect with them,\(^{33}\) both to the subjective structure resulting from the personal interaction of agents with others, as well as the objective structure, which is the result of their interrelation with the community. As an intermediary, habitus places agents actively and creatively to create autonomously and often disposposes agents as objects of ideas and practices and independent subjects produce ideas and trend setters.\(^{34}\)

The nature of habitus, which often experiences dispositions, makes agents have diverse life and lifestyle practices with each other that are strongly influenced by life experiences internalized from other agents and how objective reality influences them. Agents always experience internalization of right-wrong, good-bad, logical-illogical, and so on. In practice, habitus allows the agent to adapt to the situation and conditions around it so as to produce a strategy that runs naturally and is responsive to the situation to survive.\(^{35}\)

Aboge's youth strategy to respond to the variety of actions taken by the teacher against him is strongly influenced by subjective values that have been internalized in him, as well as also influenced by how the teacher's actions towards him. The production of responses will give birth to a variety of survival strategies which the authors will describe in the following paper.

Collective truth that is believed to be true in a community is a product of communal construction\(^ {36}\) that often forces the individual to "swallow it" as a form of internalization of externalities, that is, when the rules and external realities are internalized by agents.\(^ {37}\) Instead of the interaction of agents and structures only in the same direction, Bourdieu

---

\(^{32}\) Bourdieu called him an agent


\(^{34}\) Ibid., 31.


\(^{36}\) Elya Munfarida, "Kekerasan Simbolik Media terhadap Anak," *Komunik* 4, no. 1 (t.t.): 72–90.

provides both dialectical space by giving each individual the opportunity to improvise his actions during a corridor that can be tolerated by the community in which he acts.³⁸

The agent has the power to externalize the subjective structure which becomes his habitus through the externalization of internality. Through this dialectical relation, agents are placed as active individuals who can use their subjective structure to influence the objective structure in an arena of contestation. Borudieu described in a literary arena, the monopoly of literary legitimacy by a writer who became an agent. Each agent enters the arena in varied ways, according to his habitus, so that in the arena the agents who contest develop a strategy to monopolize and seize capital. Consecrated agents, who have legitimacy to produce and claim the truth of an objective structure have the potential to force other agents who have not been consecrated, who do not have the power of knowledge and social capital to defend their subjective truth so that they are often forced to accept the truth of the objective structure and change their subjective structure artificially, as a survival strategy.³⁹

Symbolic violence is like socio-cultural indoctrination by dominant agents against other groups with various advantages possessed by dominant agents. Not infrequently they use the legitimacy of power relations, power of knowledge, social capital, network power, and the economy using various symbols of interaction with various forms of intimidation.⁴⁰ As part of the cognitive structure and expression of actions which are the product of habitus, symbolic violence is often carried out unconsciously by the perpetrators, although it often also has specific motives and is carried out with full awareness.

Teachers, as the dominant social class, are often the perpetrators of hegemony towards students from minority backgrounds with a variety of symbolic violence. In this complicated situation, Aboge youth are peripheral agents who do not have the role and legitimacy to maintain their identity, on the other hand, teachers have the power of knowledge, social capital and are able to provide legitimacy of truth, so that teachers can do anything, both democratically by developing dialectics although the goals are the same, changing the perception of Aboge youth, as well as labeling to repression to

---

³⁸Munfarida, “Kekerasan Simbolik Media terhadap Anak,” 72–90.
³⁹Karnanta, Mengakari Teks, Menjelajahi Ko(n)tek: Sekumpulan Esai Sastra dan Budaya, 30.
invite, suggesting, and forcing the Aboge youth to abandon their faith to pledge themselves across to the mainstream community.

Teachers, as the dominant social class, are often the perpetrators of hegemony towards students from minority backgrounds with a variety of symbolic violence. In this complicated situation, Aboge youth are peripheral agents who do not have the role and legitimacy to maintain their identity, on the other hand, teachers have the power of knowledge, social capital and are able to provide legitimacy of truth, so that teachers can do anything, both democratically by developing dialectics although the goals are the same, changing the perception of Aboge youth, as well as labeling to repression to invite, suggesting, and forcing the Aboge youth to abandon their faith to pledge themselves across to the mainstream community.

School and Religious Experience of Aboge Youth

"Be careful for Aboge. If there is it ... ... the victory can be invalid. Fasting one day, must be replaced." Mr. Broto's warning. PAI SMPN Sari Rejo Lumajang teacher to Akmal Mulya, Aboge youth who inhabited the Jumeneng Village area, Sari Rejo Lumajang Subdistrict like lightning in broad daylight which succeeded in making Akmal bow down resigned while continuing to think, thinking about the validity of Ramadan during his last day. This anxiety and curiosity often haunts him as Aboge Youth, until now, 3 years after graduating from the state junior high school.42

Akmal was given the details of the calculation of good and bad days by his grandfather based on the calculation of the Javanese market day of his birth. The calculation refers to Primbon, the numerological basis of the Muslim Aboge Jumeneng. He, like his other brothers, was required to obey the account of the day, especially by his grandfather. During school, he admitted that he often resigned when he could not leave the house to do work or discuss when the day was a bad day for him to do activities. But this ban does not apply to schools. He can go to school as usual even though that day is not a good day to leave the house. He and his family could not move without a note of the calculation of this good day.43

In the midst of all the rigid rules governing the personal and social behavior of Aboge Muslims, Aboge followers in Jumeneng Village such as Akmal live in harmony in a society that accepts Aboge as a social fact of this village. This equilibrium life changed when he had to hide his identity as

43Ibid.
Aboge after Pak Broto, the PAI teacher who taught him in 9th grade gave a warning in class. The warning given to every student who is still fasting when mainstream Muslims have been on Eid al-Fitr and ended his fast. Pak Broto warns that Aboge followers seem to have to replace the fast that he left at the beginning of Ramadan and replace the fast that is still being carried out when other Muslim societies have spread. Although he did not specifically appoint himself and other Aboge youths, he thought the warning was aimed at Aboge youths, it seems.44 The last one to two days of Aboge youths are fasting, which is the day when the majority of mainstream Muslims have celebrated Eid, even sometimes it has to be different for up to 3 days.

Akmal is a village youth who has the luxury of being a small number of Jumeneng village youth who join formal education, in public schools too, even though every day they have to go through non-smooth roads and steep slopes. However, the hope of obtaining democratic treatment must be excluded because the attitude of the PAI teacher is irrelevant to the fulfillment of citizenship rights.

Public secondary schools ideally become the right environment for studying democratic life behavior, a conducive learning place for young people from various religious backgrounds who uphold the religious rights of each student, instead provide contradictory experiences with democratic values. The burden of Aboge's youth to get an education that guarantees the fulfillment of civil rights must disappear because Akmal is appealing to leave the belief of his family, Aboge, and is asked to replace part of his Ramadan fast.45

Although he often avoided when he met Mr. Broto, he was not worried about interacting with school friends and other teachers, they never questioned his reasons for fasting and Eid at different times. In front of them he was frank as a young Aboge, but not to Pak Broto. He was always overshadowed by the truth about Mr. Broto's statement stating his last fast with Aboge was canceled and had to replace the beginning of Ramadan fasting that he "abandoned.” Although this anxiety often struck when the moment of Ramadan arrived, he never asked the "truth” of Mr. Broto's statement to Mak Sukmo.46

Akmal's experience is similar to that of Hoiri, a young Aboge who dropped out of school, graduating from the Lumpak Palu Lumajang State

44Ibid.
45Ibid.
46Mak Sukmo is the leader of the Aboge community in Jumeneng Village, Sari Rejo District, Lumajang. Mak is a nickname for the village kiai which is a short term for Mak Kaeh, meaning Pak Kiai. Ibid
Junior High School during his studies at the school. The question "why joining?" In Javanese, Madurese accent he claimed to respond with the phrase "‘ancen tekok biyen nceen ngunu, yo melok wong tuwo’ (it has always been like that, yes, follow the parents, pen.)."

The statement made in front of the class by the teacher, as also happened to Akmal, is addressed to Aboge students. Understandably, the existence of the Aboge community has become common knowledge in the Umpak District of Palu. People call it Reng Aboge or Wong Aboge, which means Aboge people. So that in class, anyone easily probes the identity of students from Sindang Kerto Village as Aboge followers. Even though it is no longer a majority, it is not difficult for school residents to identify it from the difference in the day of the implementation of the Id prayers so that they risk stigmatization from students.

State Middle School Umpak Palu Lumajang as a state school does not encourage school residents to recognize and differentiate against Hoiri who celebrate Id prayers based on Aboge. The absence of recognition has an impact on the lack of acceptance and recognition of students’ sociocultural diversity. Equally important, the absence of differentiation led to Aboge youths being forced to develop defensive tactics so that they could carry out Id prayers in the village while simultaneously being able to carry out Id prayers in schools.

During school, it was not uncommon for Hoiri’s friends to ask "why are you watching Aboge?" and advising not to look good (why join Aboge? join (offering Id, pen.) right?) As a form of invitation to no longer attend worship based on Aboge calculations. Stereotyping that Aboge worship is wrong appears from this suggestion.

The experiences of the two Aboge youths from Lumajang are similar to those of Fauzi Amin, an Aboge youth who is now studying at a Muhammadiyah high school who lives in Kendang Kempul Village, Budi Joyo District, Probolinggo. The young man, who was raised by the Aboge family from an early age, had been studying the Koran at the home of Bindereh Zul, an Aboge figure in Bendo Village, a few hundred meters from his childhood home and approximately 4 kilometers from where he lives now.

Since small age, Fauzi used to play with recitation friends and the majority of the games were Aboge. But entering high school, he entered the Pure Abadi High School which has a traditional Islamic religious tradition. In

47 Although he communicates every day in Madura, Hoiri can also communicate in Javanese Ngoko.

48 Hoiri, interview with Hoiri, pemuda Aboge Sindang Kerto, Desember 2018.
this school whose curriculum is affiliated with NU, he received a series of recommendations to leave Aboge from the teachers who taught him.\textsuperscript{49} This suggestion in his mind meant to position himself as (Liyan) another person, outside the NU community as the mainstream community. He was repeatedly encouraged to leave the Aboge religious tradition as evidence that he had become part of the main stream group, NU, by following the Id Prayer in the beginning with the people of the Budi Joyo region, meaning he was demanded to no longer recognize Aboge calculations and no longer complete Ramadan fasting like the community.

Fauzi chose to stay with Aboge despite facing many challenges that he suffered during school.\textsuperscript{50} According to him, the choice was made because he followed the principle of "following the teacher's behavior (following the teacher's behavior and habits of reciting, pen.)", basis of learning Alquran and Islamic knowledge.\textsuperscript{51}

Motivation to survive as done by Fauzi is like a rationality (Wertrationalitat) Weber\textsuperscript{52} because it is motivated by the fulfillment of noble values to always follow the actions of the teacher. The value of obeying the teacher will be achieved if the action is carried out. For him, choosing to follow the habits of Bindereh Zul for Id prayers according to the Aboge calendar is prioritized more than fulfilling the invitation of his school teacher because according to him following the teacher who taught him the basis of Religion was more important than the teacher who taught him material in school.\textsuperscript{53}

Like his friend, Abdul Karim, as a fellow Aboge youth spends his time playing and reciting at Bindereh Zul and both of them attend High School Abadi Abadi, while studying at the same school, experiences a series of suggestions to leave Aboge. He and Fauzi have some things in common, they are equally large in the Aboge environment, but now live in a non-Aboge environment.

While in high school, in responding to a tendentious question from his school friend who asked him why he was following Aboge, he claimed to respond with the argument that his decision to follow Aboge was due to two first considerations to follow the habits of the Aboge village in Bendo Village and to follow the tradition of the teacher, Bindereh Zul. This action is no

\textsuperscript{49}Amin, interview with Fauzi Amin, pemuda Aboge Kendang Kempul, 2 Desember 2018.
\textsuperscript{50}Fauzi Amin, Wawancara dengan Fauzi Amin, pemuda Aboge Kendang Kempul, 24 Januari 2019.
\textsuperscript{51}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{52}I.B. Wirawan, Teori-teori Sosial dalam Tiga Paradigma; Fakta Sosial, Definisi Sosial & Perilaku Sosial (Jakarta: Kencana, 2003), 101.
\textsuperscript{53}Amin, interview with Fauzi Amin, pemuda Aboge Kendang Kempul, 2 Desember 2018.
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different from traditional actions carried out without the accompanying logical arguments.

Similar to his junior class, Fauzi, he was asked several times the reason "still" following Aboge. He also directed some of his teachers to leave the Aboge tradition and declare themselves into NU. According to him, when his classmates talked about his identity as Aboge - generally before the Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr - he became confused. It is not easy to melt back the atmosphere because these days the other impression is attached to it. This situation is made worse if the teacher asks questions, or encourages him to repent by leaving Aboge. Thanks to this other stigma, Karim felt that his relationship with his schoolmates could not search because he had not started fasting during Ramadan.

The encouragement of SMA Murni Abadi and other Aboge youth are understood by Karim as a way for the teacher to cut off the regeneration of the Aboge community in Bendo Village. According to him, the teacher could not directly invite parents of students, namely the older generation to leave Aboge. So, he perceives, the invitation to leave Aboge which was repeatedly done by several teachers is a way of instilling the hegemony that Aboge must be abandoned because some of its teachings and traditions are not relevant to mainstream Islam.

Karim also once "tricked" by his teacher because he did not heed the teacher's invitation to leave Aboge. After the teacher caught him not yet implementing Ramadan fasting, he was given an "extra" assignment to clean up the school environment. Later, this task which he said was quite torturous and tiring was pondered as a form of "punishment" because he did not obey the teacher's suggestion to leave Aboge.

Fauzi and Karim both received the urge to leave Aboge by educators in the same school, even though they did not study contemporaries. The difference is, Fauzi experienced it in the public room of the school, while in the private classroom. The experience as a minority experienced by both of them is the same, positioned as other people although their religious traditions are the same as NU plus some of their traditions and beliefs on Aboge numeration are similar to Javanese Mataraman and Banyumasan. (Check Aboge Mojokerto Religio and Aboge Banyumas)

Instead of accepting and differentiating Aboge youth, some PAI teachers and religious subjects do not do any recognition for the Aboge

---

54Wirawan, Teori-teori Sosial dalam Tiga Paradigma; Fakta Sosial, Definisi Sosial & Perilaku Sosial, 101.
55Abdul Karim, interview with Abdul Karim, Pemuda Kendang Kempul, Desember 2018.
56Ibid.
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minority in their schools. The invitation to leave Aboge and question the implementation of fasting Aboge confirmed them as other people, some even seemed to ask to repent.

The unpleasant religious experience that befell Akmal, Hoiri, in public and Fauzi and Karim in religious public schools happened that school residents driven by teachers had not yet developed an inclusive ecosystem and mainstreamed multiculturalism through the fulfillment of civil rights. The policy of doing recognition by schools and at the initiative of teachers towards the diversity of students’ beliefs has not become mainstream. The unification of Aboge minority students into the majority indicates that the school does not fully understand the importance of maintaining diversity by recognizing the fundamental civil rights of each student, namely religious rights.

Another experience experienced by Aboge youth when studying at madrasa. Madrasa which is being promoted as a medium for spreading moderate Islam to the public becomes an arena of cultural, ideological and cultural contestation, between students and teachers of the great traditions of the mainstream community versus students from family backgrounds who maintain the little tradition, who understand religion anthropocentrically.58

Namiroh, a young man from the Kombong community, Budi Joyo Subdistrict, like other Aboge youths, has been confident in calculating and carrying out the Aboge tradition since childhood. He also, like a cousin of generations and other distant relatives, always celebrated the Feast and fasting based on Aboge’s calculations. Aboge celebrations in his village were carried out with the community and his grandfather's extended family who became Aboge figures in Kombong Village.59 However, his grandfather always entrusted himself and his grandfather's extended family to be educated in madrassas whose institutions were cared for by Kiai Nasrudin Baihaki, one of the chief executive officers of the NU branch representative in Budi Joyo sub-district.60 Kinipun Namiroh studied at one of the religious campuses in Jember and studied at a pesantren that was nurtured by the son of a NU management figure in Jember.

---

58 According to Redfield, large traditions develop within educational institutions and religious institutions, while small traditions develop naturally in the wheels of life of rural communities. Robert Redfield, Peasant Society and Culture: An Anthropological Approach to Civilization (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), 70.

59 Namiroh, interview with Namiroh, pemuda Aboge Kombong, 29 November 2018.

60 Mas is a term for Kiai’s son who is also popular in the Pasuruan Najih area. Interview with Mas Najih, son of Kiai Nasrudin Baihaki, Kombong, January 23, 2018.
Namiroh’s attitude towards Aboge changed after his dialect with Najih at MTs Budi Joyo. The cognitive process that occurred in this private class room made Namiroh think again about her participation in the fasting of Ramadan Aboge. This cognitive dialectic made him reconstruct the truth of the Islamic Hijri calculation, from the Aboge method as one-on-one truth to the belief that the results of the government’s Isbat trial were also true. Several times dialectics with Mas Najih in the private class room made him switch choices to believe that the determination of the beginning of the month of the Isbat trial results was more appropriate than Aboge.61

This conversion of opinion made him change his Ramadan fasting behavior by no longer following the Aboge calculation tradition. After the cognitive process, Namiroh started and ended fasting earlier from the Aboge community, based on the results of the government’s Isbat trial. This decision is not without risk. His actions were opposed by his family, especially the Grandfather who hoped he would continue to perpetuate the family tradition. However, he was defended by his mother who freed her choice to fast early. Namiroh, was one of the Aboge youths who fasted at the beginning but still respected the Aboge tradition by celebrating at the end, together with the Aboge community.62

After dialectics in class with Najih, Namiroh claimed not to deny the truth of Aboge. For him Aboge is exactly the same as the method of determining the beginning of the Islamic month which the government uses, nothing is more correct. He argued, the truth of the Aboge calculation held by his family was as true as the Hijriyah calculation based on the ISBAT trial which he now held.63

Unlike Namiroh, Abdan, Aboge youth from Kombong Village, Budi Joyo Subdistrict, Namiroh’s cousin, and Habiban, Aboge youth from Kijing Asri Village, the same sub-district revealed that during his schooling at MTs Maulana Utama, he did not feel that he received questions and suggestions from his teachers regarding desert with his identity as Aboge. The question actually arises from his friends who ask the question "why don’t you join the government? I see, "apart from the question" how come the Hari Raya is not the same? What basis? "Abdan said.64

According to Najih, Namiroh, Abdan, and Habiban, in class he deliberately touched on differences in the method of calculating the Hijri calendar with a dialogical approach. The cognitive process that was

61Namiroh, interview with Namiroh, pemuda Aboge Kombong.
62Ibid.
63Ibid.
64Abdan, interview with Abdan, pemuda Aboge Kombong, Desember 2018.
deliberately aimed at Aboge youth was considered effective in making Aboge youth abandon their ancestral beliefs about Aboge. According to him the Aboge community carried out the same tradition as the NU Budi Joyo community, even with the more active Sunnah and wirid prayers. However, the method of calculating Aboge to determine 1 Ramadan and Shawwal is considered inappropriate, so he felt the need to invite the Aboge youth to leave him.

Najih does not agree with the expression of some people who perceive Aboge as heretical. According to him, in the bahthul masail forum held by the pesantren deliberation forum in 2004, it was decided that there was nothing wrong with the Aboge tradition. This forum recommends "correcting" the Hijriyah Aboge calculation method used by the Aboge community. Although according to Najih, this forum did not judge Aboge as heretical, the Aboge calculation method was judged wrong in a fiqh perspective. The madrasa that he manages is also active in telling Aboge youths who study there that Aboge is no longer relevant to be implemented even though he also advises Aboge youth who study him in madrasas to respect his family’s beliefs.

In contrast to Najih, Kiai Nasrudin Baihaki, his father-in-law who is the leader of the educational institution revealed that the decline in Aboge youth interest in the Budi Joyo area to follow the Aboge tradition of parents and teachers taught him thanks to the active Islamic educational institutions, as well as his institution, in "neutralizing" the Aboge influence through Akidah learning in the madrasas that it manages. The cleric who was the board representative of NU Budi Joyo Sub-district on several occasions advised his students not to fast when the government had announced the results of the Isbat session. He told Aboge youths that fasting at the beginning of Shawwal (isbat) was not permissible, not rewarded, forbidden, and sinful.

As a teacher, in class, Najih introduces various methods of calculating the Hijri calendar to their students. He invited his students to choose - not to say that they should no longer use Aboge as the basis for starting Ramadan to end it - the calendar calculation method used by their students, including the Aboge youth. As a madrasa based on Islamic faith

---

65Najih, interview with Mas Najih, putra Kiai Nasrudin Baihaki, Kombong.
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67When mainstream Muslims celebrate Eid al-Fitr because based on the results of the Isbat trial the following day has entered Shawwal, the Aboge community is still carrying out Ramadan fasting because based on Aboge calculations the Ramadan month has not changed Shawwal.
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School, Symbolic Violence, and Religious Experience of Aboge Youth

Symbolic violence versus dialectical intolerance

Public schools that were once the place of Akmal Mulya and Hoiri attended school and religious public schools that were once where Fauzi Amin and Abdul Karim studied and gave madrassas a place to study Namiroh, Abdan, and Habiban discriminatory experiences with them with different patterns: first, questioning reasons for widening at the end and reasons for "still" following Aboge as experienced by Hoiri, secondly, public threats that his fast at the end of Ramadan Aboge is invalid and must be replaced, as experienced by Akmal Mulya, third, invitation to leave Aboge religious traditions, as experienced by Fauzi Amin and Abdul Karim, the fourth gave an extra task because he never left Aboge as Abdul Karim’s experience, the fifth, encouraged repenting by leaving Aboge as happened to Abdul Karim. The sixth statement is that Ramadan fasting after the determination of the Isbat trial should not be done, did not get rewarded, forbidden, and sinful.

The variety of symbolic acts of violence perpetrated by PAI teachers and Islamic subjects against Aboge youth at school are not all aimed specifically and explicitly at targeting Aboge youth, but are realized as a form of intolerance, although sometimes as Abdul Karim feels, Aboge youth only understand it as a form of violence the symbolic post reflects back a few years ago. However, Namiroh did not feel it as a form of violence because the arguments presented by the dialectical approach made by Mas Najih felt rational to be followed.

The school where four Aboge youths attend school in Bourdeau becomes an arena of symbolic violence to maintain and strengthen the status quo guru by instilling subjective hegemony of truth. The Aboge Youth as a peripheral group are defined by others which must be converted, both from all their traditions and beliefs, and in part. Aboge youth who do not have access and power often must submit, as well as display submission to teachers who have the authority of knowledge and other social capital.

Symbolic violence committed by teachers occurs because habitus is not felt by teachers as a form of violation of religious freedom. The culprit did not realize that his invitation by questioning threatening, coercing,
inviting, giving tendentious tasks and encouraging repentance is a form of violation of civil liberties and injuring the fulfillment of civil rights.

Instead of getting symbolic violence, Najih, MTs teacher of Maulana Utama developed a dialogic strategy. The strategy he used was contradictory to his father-in-law’s strategy, Kiai Nasrudin Baihaki, who forbade and declared fasting after the determination of the Isbat trial brought sin to the culprit. The dialogical approach undertaken by Mas Najih by providing a comparison of the method of determining the beginning of the Hijri month is a habitus that is influenced by the objective structure of knowledge derived from his perception of the results of the bahthul masail by the pesantren deliberation forum in 2004 which he joined, in addition, as an entrant by internalizing piety normative Aboge community that has crystallized into subjective structures that contribute to choosing actions.

The decision did not force the Aboge youth to abandon the tradition of the Aboge community because he believed that there were no deviations in the tradition of the Aboge community, as the results of the bahthul masail were believed to be a fair legal product in reading Aboge’s reality. Nevertheless, he felt he had a moral responsibility to "straighten" the beliefs of Aboge youth towards the calculation of Hijriyah Aboge which he felt was no longer relevant. In learning, he invites Aboge youth to compare computational methods because they are motivated by the results of the bahthul masail which assesses the use of Aboge calculations in the current context is wrong in fiqh perspective.

The strategy to convey arguments with dialectics without having to force and uproot Aboge youth from its traditional roots is a form of strategy formed by habitus, as is the discriminatory action taken by Mr. Broto against Akmal Mulya and the teachers of Murni Abadi High School against Fauzi Amin and Abdul Karim.

Although it seems democratic, when viewed from the perspective of recognition politics, Mas Najih's dialectics still do not meet all the recognition parameters for minority students in schools. Even though he did not label the Aboge youth he had taught as liyan, Mas Najih had not yet developed the politics of recognition as a whole. By not developing a politics of recognition of minorities, MTs Maulana Utama teachers are still at risk of violating religious freedom when they get minority students from diverse backgrounds of beliefs and ways of worship, because the realm of differences in dialogue - not to say they want to be uniformed - in the realm of fiqh.

Conclusion
This article reveals various forms of approach taken by religious education teachers and religious materials in public and religious schools and madrasa teachers to Aboge youth. The teacher's strategy for managing diversity leaves a variety of problems because not all teachers are aware that their response to Aboge youth is a violation of religious freedom. Among other teachers who commit symbolic violence with repressive-intimidative patterns, there is a dialogic pattern developed by a teacher developing in madrasas. Although it is also equally aimed at leading students' logic that the Aboge calendar method is irrelevant, the strategy makes students mindfully convert their beliefs without blaming their family's Aboge beliefs and being accommodating towards Aboge. Even though it seems democratic, MTs Maulana Utama has indicated that it has not carried out a policy of recognition of minorities, so there is a risk of violation of religious freedom if there are other non-Aboge minority students with a different ideological and school of fiqh background.
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